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Chapter 811 Pregnant? 

"This is around your neck, right?" Noah asked, looking at Connie. 

Connie nodded, "Yes." 

She then stepped forward, took the small condensed pearl and placed it in her pendant. 

The whole time, her heart was beating as fast as it could. 

She was really worried that she would be seen to be doing something wrong. 

"This bead is quite special, what brand of incense beads is it?" Jocelyn faintly glanced at the bead and 

casually asked. 

Connie smiled, "It's bought online, a niche brand, do you like it? I'll buy it for you if you like it." 

Jocelyn shook her head, "I don't wear these." 

Seeing that both Jocelyn and Noah did not find anything unusual, Connie instantly breathed a silent sigh 

of relief. 

"Right, the company next will shoot self-produced drama, some good scripts, I will let Paige send your 

email, then you can pick any." 

Since Connie became her father's girlfriend, she should still give Connie’s some resources. 

She knew her father would be happy if she did this. 

Even if she doesn't like this relationship of theirs, she can't show anything on the surface after all. 

And Connie, close to her own father, is just for the resources and the money. 

She gives them something sweet and they will be more attentive in the matter of her father. 

Compared to many things, her father's health and his happiness come first. 

Connie smiled at the words, "Thank you, Jocelyn." 

"No worries." Jocelyn hooked her lips lightly, keeping her manners as they should be. 

side, Allen, seeing Jocelyn so understanding, was happy to the 

go, hubby." said Jocelyn, holding 

then left 

leave, Connie immediately let out a long, dark breath 

.................. 

tarmac road, a white Mercedes luxury car is steadily moving towards 

at this moment, sitting in his car, with his eyes 



holding her 

shone on the man's face, reflecting the god-like 

she lifted her head and looked at the side of Ryan's 

like an elaborate 

the heavenly gods was instantly 

an instant, her heartbeat, 

quickly, she forced herself suppressing the memories that were tumbling around in her head, to bring 

herself straight back to 

times she looks at it, she will still be fascinated 

it carries some kind 

on our itinerary 

slowly opened his eyes, placing his 

pure, gentle 

we go to L City for the Chanel perfume stand in a while, we have to go to 

is for two hours, and after the interview, we must immediately rush back to Flento City and go straight 

plane, in the car, if you can get some sleep, 

while talking seriously about his trip and looking at his 

left his mouth, Rosa suddenly began to 

stomach was churning 

looked at her with a nervous face and asked, "What's 

two days, I ate spicy food. These 

you eat?" 

noodles, the spiced 

spoke, the nausea in her stomach seemed 

was back to normal 

lifted his hand and gently placed it on her back, carefully 
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Chapter 812 I don't seem to be able to walk 



Rosa shook her head, and then pushed away Ryan's hand that was gently caressing her back and shook 

her head, "No, I'm fine, I'm fine. you leave me alone, Ryan." 

At this moment, she felt as if her heart was torn. 

What to do if she is really pregnant? 

When the time comes, should she tell Ryan? 

No. 

Absolutely no. 

According to his personality, he would have been responsible for her if he had known. 

In this way, he will be forced to tied to someone he does not love, to be unhappy for the rest of his life. 

On top of that, if Ryan was at the peak of his career and broke the news that he had a baby with his 

assistant, his career, too, would definitely take a hit. 

When the time comes, he will surely be even more unhappy. 

She could not be so selfish as to make him unhappy. 

Thinking about it, she decided. 

If, indeed, she is pregnant, she will quietly go and abort the child. 

This would be the best ending for her, and for Ryan. 

That day, when they had sex, it was supposed to be an accident. 

She could never let that accident continue. 

Noticing that Rosa kept wandering off, Ryan subconsciously thought that she was still not feeling well. 

He immediately cocked his head and approached her face with a serious look, asking with probing eyes, 

"Are you really okay? How about we go to the hospital first?" 

Rosa shook her head again, "I am really fine, don't you worry." 

"Really?" Ryan confirmed again. 

Rosa nodded heavily. 

what were you thinking just then? Why that expression?" Ryan 

about anything, I was just wondering if you've been so tired lately, if I should, in the 

something." Rosa 

Ryan heard this, he didn't think much of 

he asked, "Are you 

Rosa smiled, "Yes." 



her feel 

that in the future, if any girl, who was lucky enough to be with such a gentle man, would be 

spoke, the car arrived at the airport 

was the first to get out 

Rosa got out 

of them, escorted by bodyguards, 

who had been informed of Ryan's itinerary 

came to see the 

wild when they saw their beloved 

afterwards, everyone went crazy and rushed to Ryan's side, completely and 

the bodyguard the two of 

their might, formed a human wall around Ryan to fend off the frenzied onslaught 

you. Ryan, 

I will always support you. Ryan, do your career well and 

Ryan is so handsome, 

shouting frantically, while scrambling to be the 

accept any of the gifts, but only a few 

is a crowd 

out as 

by 

Rosa instantly became even more inferior and reinforced her decision to 

really pregnant, 

You are not worthyy. 

worthy that the gods 

this world, there are really endless numbers 

like her deserves to be an 

is getting 

Chapter 813 Princess Hug 

His words were gentle to the core. 



This hug once again disturbed Rosa's heart. 

Her heart, as if it had once again hit a strong current, forgot to beat for a moment. 

The fans at the scene, seeing such images, had their hearts broken. 

The god they looked up to every day was now hugging his assistant right in front of them? 

For their group, it was a luxury to see his face. 

Even touching his hand was something they didn't even dare to think about. 

But at this moment, this girl in his amrs was actually given a hug! 

Can they not be heartbroken? 

The fans in the audience, in particular, were all almost fainting. 

Everyone is most jealous of at this point. 

"Ryan hugged her,Ahhhhhh, I never dreamed of it, I can't believe she got it." 

"I'm dying of jealousy, I want to break my foot too and I want to be hugged by Ryan." 

"Ahhhhh, me too, I want to break my foot too, this girl can't be doing it on purpose, can she?" 

Hearing the heartbreaking cries of the fans around her, Rosa instantly snapped back to her senses. 

Taking a deep breath, Rosa looked at Ryan with a nervous face and said, "What are you doing? Put me 

down. What is your status, do not know yourself? Beware of the scandal." 

Ryan was indifferent, "In this situation, do you think it's important to make a scandal or your personal 

safety? With so many people crowding around. Your feet will be ruined when you walk into the lounge if 

you walk by yourself." 

His words instantly made Rosa feel warm in her heart. 

moment, she once again sank into 

again forced herself back to reality, "Then just 

any pain if I hold you 

"Then let the bodyguard help me, you 

for them to deal with this group of fans, do you think they 

words left her powerless to 

to be in the hot seat." Rosa added, "I don't want to drag you down with me 

"The situation is known to them, they will not scold me, they are 

scene looked on in disbelief as 

all cried out frantically inside, 



looked at her face again 

that she herself was 

at the venue, hearing 

gentle with 

not having 

talked to me, and told me to die for him immediately, I would 

who would do anything for glory and favor. I am now tempted to 

was once again not calm, "How about you carry me on 

kill, Rosa thought that she would have died 

one and all, must be 

a shallow glance at her pleated skirt, "Are you 

up at 

wearing today 

Ryan who 

the only way to go is 

she knew that it will be on 

Ryan must have both hit the number one spot in 

definitely be scolded, and so will Ryan, 

scolded, she did not care, but she did 

the VIP lounge, the world was instantly quiet 

Chapter 814 Weibo 

As she expected, they were on news. 

Among hot search top ten, she and Ryan accounted for eight. 

Hot search 1, #Ryan hug his assistant# 

Hot search 2, #Ryan in the airport# 

Hot Search 3, #Ryan's assistant# 

Hot search 4, #Rosa# 

Hot Search 5, #What is Ryan and Rosa's relationship?# 

Hot search 6, #Rosa broke her foot at the airport on purpose# 



Hot Search 7, #Rosa and Ryan in Airport# 

Hot search 8, #Ryan is too different from Rosa# 

Looking at these headlines, Rosa feels her head is all over the place. 

Ryan is worthy of the top star, and his every move is highly visible. 

A casual princess hug has dominated the hot search. 

With such popularity, he is now unrivalled in the entire Asian entertainment industry. 

Looking at these balding hot searches, Rosa instantly clicked in one by one to have a look. 

search is filled with videos and photos of her and Ryan in a princess 

videos, filmed at great length, capture the whole princess hug 

looks like 

face, which is not as 

of Ryan's light, she in the 

fans poured into her 

want to 

Ryan’s fan, you actually dare 

Everyone don't 

Ryan 

his assistant 

two must be impossible, Ryan can't like such a 

don't even dare to touch his hands, for fear of defiling him, yet you let him hug, is he 

purpose, right? The 

like a nail stuck raw in her 

some of the words were bad, she 

piece of mud in 

mud be worthy 

Rosa's shoulder, comforting her, "Don't care 

pretending to be indifferent to look at Ryan, said in a light-hearted manner, "I do not 

frowned slightly, "Rosa, I won't allow you 

girl in my eyes, you are kind and gentle, and your character is good." Ryan 



Ryan. right, now your fans, are jealous, made 

long breath helplessly and said, "Well. I'll go and explain it, so that they don't come and make things 

difficult for 

words left his mouth, 

screen kept alerting that someone 

clicked 

Chapter 815 Really Pregnant! 

[Ryan, we knew it, you couldn't fancy that woman]. 

[cub, thank you, for saving my life, I thought you were in love with her.] 

[Listen, do your career well, don't fall in love, doesn't it sound better to be a top star than to play with 

women?] 

[In that case, then I apologize, I'm sorry, assistant]. 

[I didn't expect Ryan to reply so quickly, Ryan, you are right, we believe you.] 

[As a passerby, I think the fans are indeed over exaggerating, it's just a concern between colleagues]. 

The restlessness of the fans was soothed by just one post from Ryan. 

At the same time, Rosa witnessed everything under Ryan's post. 

Looking at the messages, Rosa let out a long breath. 

Hearing the subtle sound, Ryan slowly turned his head and placed his gaze on Rosa's face, "It's okay. I 

believe that no one will scold you again." 

"Thank you, Ryan. Ryan, I will pay attention and try not to break my foot again." 

"Okay, your foot really doesn't hurt anymore, does it?" 

"Yeah, thank you for your concern." 

Regarding the intimacy of that day, because she had taken the initiative to call it off, they were, both of 

them, in a state of unspoken agreement. 

Everyone has that image in their memory, but they don't even mention it anymore. 

.................. 

Rosa, after arriving in L City, accompanied Ryan and arrived at Grand Treasure Plaza in L City. 

Because they knew that Ryan was coming, the entire mall was packed with people in front and behind, 

inside and out. 

All the people, it seems, have gathered in this area. 



all the way into the 

up and down, all densely packed 

is standing up for Chanel at this 

counter man for a short while, recommending and selling 

trip in advance 

at the scene, enthusiastic, 

Ryan, look 

are so handsome, I 

how you be so 

suffocate, Ryan, look at me, just look at me, I'll give you my 

screams came 

her eardrums 

covered 

of heR, Ryan had the 

more than familiar with the scene in front of 

scene was as crowded as the waves 

Ryan was still the best-looking one 

exuded a noble aura that 

him like this, for a moment, she was lost in 

of the station, Rosa stood for a while, then quietly, squeezed out of 

was still crowded at this 

made her best effort to force herself away from 

saw a 

to go to the pharmacy, to buy a pregnancy test to see if she 

mind, will not be at all reassuring if she does not 

breath, she entered the small drugstore with her heart 

she went into the pharmacy bathroom, sat on 

pregnancy tests 

test, there 



can't believe her 

this instant, her brain instantly buzzed 

instructions on the pregnancy test, two bars means 

tests, all of which were positive, 

unlikely that the pregnancy test 
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Chapter 816 Are You Pregnant? 

Taking a deep breath again, Rosa replied, "No, I came out for some air, I'll go back later." 

Ryan, who was being watched by all, was listening to the event host introducing Chanel's products while 

keeping his head down and seriously replying to Rosa's message. 

"Okay, be safe. I'll send security out to pick you up." 

After saying that, Ryan then placed his gaze on the mall arranged security guard beside him and said in a 

low voice, "Please help go out and pick up my assistant." 

The security guard immediately nodded respectfully, and then left. 

The time it took for Ryan to reply to Rosa's message was very brief, but it was completely watched by 

the fans at the scene. 

Fans whispered at once. 

[I think, when he was looking at his phone just now, his gaze was so gentle, was he answering someone's 

message?] 

[Ryan would never play with his phone at an event like this, it must be someone important, right?] 

[If he is really replying to messages, then I'm jealous. I really want Ryan to reply to my message too, but 

unfortunately, I don't have his number.] 

The whispers of the fans were heard by Ryan, but he did not move his voice. 

He set his sights on the event host once again, putting his professionalism to good use. 

After Rosa walked out of the pharmacy, she returned to the entrance of the crowded shopping mall, full 

of preoccupation and lightly caressing her belly. 

As soon as she crossed the road, the security guard arranged by Ryan saw her. 

He then walked up to her and spoke respectfully, "Mr. Ryan Mason asked me to escort you inside. go." 

Rosa's heart warmed once again and she subconsciously caressed her belly once again and said, "Thank 

you." 

The security guard smiled, "No need to be polite, Miss, I feel that Mr. Ryan Mason is really good to you. 

Just now, he is so busy, but he still specially arranged someone to take you in." 



Rosa smiled, "He's a person who is just good to his subordinates." 

see that. Happy being 

Rosa, "Yes." 

look at every day, and you 

the entertainment industry, in her 

of 

are always harsh 

his assistant, as if he were his equal, as a 

in her heart at 

good 

by security guards, Rosa made her way back 

he averted his 

behind him in a very understanding manner, watching him silently 

Ryan for a moment, Rosa lowered her head once 

she thought that she was about to abort 

the event, Ryan and Rosa both escorted by the mall's security guards, and the bodyguards they carried 

his fans, like a tidal wave, poured out 

of the fans and the 

[Ahh! Ryan, don't go.] 

time, Ryan, I'll 

marry you when 

always 

soon turned the atmosphere inside the car into 

and then he half lowered the window, towards the fans, waved his hand, "Thank you, 

this time Rosa's stomach turned 

she instantly pressed 

a moment, the light inside the car 

too, 

he immediately turned his head and looked 



turning over like crazy 

feeling of vomiting 

used one hand to gently stroke Rosa's back, "Go to the hospital. Tell me, you just 

dry heaves into the bin while shaking 

Chapter 817 Gentle and Perfect 

And let's not say the two of them ever had some. 

Even if there is nothing, her health is more important than the activity. 

It's about a person's life. 

In this world, nothing is more important than human life. 

Rosa’s heart warmed up once again, her eyes turning red with emotion. 

He was really gentle and perfect. 

She thought that in the future, whoever was with such a man would be very happy. 

Anyone who is lucky enough to be the child of such a person will be happy too. 

It's just a pity that she, and her own child, are not blessed with this. 

Her eyes, at the thought of it, reddened even more. 

Seeing this scene, Ryan's heart immediately tightened, "What's wrong with you? Are you more 

uncomfortable?" 

Rosa shook her head, "No, I just didn't sleep well last night, my eyes are bit uncomfortable. Ryan, I'm 

really fine. I just have a stomach, just take some medicine and you'll be fine." 

She can never go to the hospital. 

Ryan, "No, you must listen to me, you seem to have stomach disease. Go to the hospital, do a detailed 

examination." 

"I am really fine. Ryan, look at me, I'm fine now." As she spoke, the churning sensation in Rosa's stomach 

disappeared. 

With those words, Rosa then looked at the driver and said, "Driver, listen to me and continue our 

journey immediately. don't listen to him." 

The driver hesitated. 

Through the car's interior mirror, the driver looked back and forth at Rosa and Ryan before fixing his 

gaze on Ryan's face. 

Ryan said indifferently, "Listen to me." 

Rosa, "Listen to me." 



"Just do as I 

I'm fine, 

am I supposed to 

"Listen to me, 

end, Ryan had to choose 

believed that she was 

busy day, immediately 

person and just go over and check." Ryan 

get it." 

Ryan, "Remember." 

Rosa, "Got it." 

opened Weibo again and looked 

hot search list, the topic of Ryan's L City activities occupied five 

all these hot searches about 

these hot searches 

the entire entertainment industry, there is still no one who can fight against 

looking at?" Ryan glanced 

hot search, "Your hot 

compliments 

the next second, Ryan closed his eyes, waiting to reach his 

other hand, has very consciously made 

............ 

after catching up on the activities in L City, took the plane and returned to Flento City, it was already 

this hour, the airport is still 

can see, it's all there with fans pulling support 

of them had travelled from thousands of miles away to 

were physically and mentally exhausted, 

scene was one of passion and 

fans waiting in the airport 



human wall, carrying him and 

hour, Ryan was already 

on his best face to smile and wave towards them and say 

but forced smile, Rosa was, 

nothing, but silently, with her head bowed, followed 

stuffing handwritten letters towards them 

Chapter 818 Ryan Knows Rosa Is Pregnant 

Some of the young girls, moreover, cried outright - 

"Sad, Ryan actually yelled at us." 

"Yes, Ryan looks really fierce." 

Some sensible fans, on the other hand, couldn't stand to hear these words and immediately started to 

retort. 

"What's wrong with that? People's lives are at stake and you guys actually don't get out of the way." 

"That's right, she is fainting, do you have any heart? How dare you block the road like that, what's wrong 

with yelling at you guys? Not scolding you guys is already considered brother's mercy." 

"Yeah, brain dead fans fuck off okay? It's insane." 

Most people, for the most part, are sensible. 

Soon, most of the voices of sanity were overshadowed by the voices of the scene, which were extremely 

irrational. 

"Ryan looks like he really cares about that assistant." 

"I don't know if you guys have noticed, but the point in time when Ryan was at the event today and 

looked at his phone and typed, just happened to be the point in time when his assistant left the scene. 

so Ryan was contacting her, right?" 

"I think so, because after typing on his phone, he instructed a bodyguard beside him to say something, 

after which the bodyguard went out, and then after that, he came back with his assistant." 

"Why do I feel that something is not right between these two?I am jealous." 

The fans at the scene soon began to talk wildly about it. 

Many people have begun to doubt the relationship between Rosa and Ryan. 

The more suspicious they became, the more jealous they became. 

In the eyes of fans, idols are their personal belongings and they imagine them as their future boyfriends. 

When they realise that their idol has a crush on someone, or is in an unusual relationship with a girl. 



They will be as upset as if they had fallen out of love, and will even hate and be jealous of the girl they 

love. 

this moment, the person in question, 

into a cot, while he himself sat 

started the 

her hand, trying to wake her 

Mercedes-Benz car started a 

moment, Ryan's heart was in turmoil, and he was 

only wished that the 

Ryan immediately urged, "Faster." 

it can't go any faster." 

just silently placed 

mind, then, 

the first time in his life that he had panicked 

minutes later, the Mercedes car 

Rosa and rushed into the 

at the hospital, Rosa was taken 

anxiously on a 

who passed by were overwhelmed by the sight 

the nurses, moreover, could not help but 

with that girl, what's the relationship? It feels like 

time I've seen Ryan mess 

is his 

I think I've lost 

what the nurses were talking about, Ryan didn't hear 

like that, passes quietly by, minute 

the past was 

later, the door to the emergency room 

A doctor stepped out. 



out, Ryan immediately got up and walked over to him, asking, "What is her 

serious, she's just pregnant and the reason she fainted is because of 

during pregnancy suffer from 

The doctor said seriously. 

this, Ryan was instantly 

long has she been pregnant?" Ryan 

Chapter 819 This child is not yours 

Usually girls, after they sleep together, they hold on to him for dear life. 

If they are pregnant, they will naturally be more stalkerish. 

After all, this is a great opportunity to change their fate. 

But what about Rosa, the silly girl? 

After having sex, she actually let him off the hook, not even doing things like taking advantage of the 

opportunity to have a sum of money. 

And what happens when she finds out you are pregnant? 

Instead of telling him, she wanted to keep it to herself and then settle it quietly without causing him any 

trouble. 

Ryan knew very well that these days, girls like Rosa were a rarer species than pandas. 

Now whenever he recalls Rosa's face, he feels both guilty and heartbroken. 

"Mr. Mason, what are you thinking about?" The doctor asked. 

Ryan instantly snapped back to his senses and looked at the doctor's face, "The deduction of the time of 

pregnancy is usually accurate, right?" 

The doctor nodded, "I'm an expert in this area and naturally accurate." 

In this way, Ryan became even more convinced of what he thought. 

"Are you the father of this child?" The doctor asked. 

The door to the emergency room opened again just as the doctor spoke. 

Ryan then put his eyes on the door. 

At this moment, Rosa was pushed out by several nurses. 

Her face looked as pale as paper in the white-burning light. 

Just looking at it makes his heart ache. 

if his heart 



Rosa's face, and asked, 

will slowly wake up, you don't need to worry, in fact, according to reason, she should 

to the ward first. don't worry." the doctor 

right?" Ryan looked at the doctor, his eyes full of 

"Yeah." the doctor nodded. 

then took a 

set his eyes on Rosa once again and began to push her into the ward with 

seeing Ryan, all 

all of them were stunned by the 

but, when they take off this nurse's uniform, they are all 

of them thought they would ever have the time to come face 

It's just so exciting! 

idol, who was so kind 

even dare to show 

nurses, all the way together with Ryan, pushed Rosa 

placed her on the 

on the other hand, took her IV bottle and hung 

idol hug and care for a girl, their 

nurses stood at the same spot for a long time, telling Ryan the dos and don'ts for a long time before they 

all left, the large ward was, 

a chair and sitting beside her, quietly helping her watch 

was already tired, but because of Rosa's tossing and turning, he was completely refreshed and didn't 

the IV bottle for a moment and then 

deep down, he made a very 

that concerns, among other things, his future with 

IV bottle went down halfway, Rosa slowly opened 

her eyes and found herself in the hospital with a 

instantly began to recall everything that had happened before she came 

memory was over, Rosa subconsciously took a deep breath 



she didn't know what she should 

had come to the hospital, the doctor was definitely able to diagnose her 
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Chapter 820 Have you decided? 

"I know that the child is mine. You choose to hide it, you just don't want to cause me any distress." Ryan 

added. 

No matter what Rosa said, he still believed in what was inside him. 

According to the time calculations, he was not at all wrong in his thinking. 

Rosa, however, said righteously, "No. Ryan, you should stop making a fool of yourself, okay?" 

"Okay. Do you dare to go with me now to do a test?" Ryan added, "Nowadays, medical science has 

advanced, and those like you who are twenty-five days pregnant can have their child tested for DNA." 

Hearing this, Rosa immediately panicked. 

As far as she knew, it seemed like twenty-five days, it was not possible to do this test. 

She has to wait until the child is older. 

Had she misremembered? 

Looking at Ryan's expression, it didn't look like he was lying. 

Rosa panicked at once. 

She instantly subconsciously sucked in a cold breath, "There's no need to do this. This baby is my 

boyfriend's." 

When the words left her mouth, Rosa subconsciously clutched the bed sheet tightly. 

A small movement was perfectly captured by Ryan's gaze. 

Rosa has been with him for a short time. 

During these days, he got to know Rosa well. 

She, when extremely nervous, is fond of, well, grabbing one thing at a time. 

Based on this small subconscious movement of hers, Ryan concluded in his heart that Rosa was indeed 

panicking at this moment. 

panicking because 

shallowly hooked his lips and naturally placed his hand on Rosa's belly, "You're 

and subconsciously raised her voice, "I 

her heart hung in her 



an endless current, enough to make her forget to breathe and her heart 

like grabbing things. Just now you grabbed the sheets, and the reason you're nervous is because 

"I really didn't." 

how about I take 

became even 

completely at 

oppression that Ryan brought her at this moment 

if doing this early in pregnancy hurts my baby? My boyfriend and I are planning to keep this baby 

properly, in case the baby is hurt, my boyfriend and I will 

you give me your boyfriend's phone number, as your boss, I want to congratulate him." Ryan said, his 

warm and soft gaze always fixed on Rosa's 

was on 

had even forgotten 

never thought Ryan would actually ask 

so-called boyfriend 

did she 

that this day would come, she should have found a man in advance and asked him 

now, I will give 

do everything you can to find every excuse to put me off, which is more proof that you are 

reactions made Ryan convinced his heart's true 

knew that she would not be 

Ryan is clever. 

could see through anything if he caught a 

and I did try to secretly 

my boyfriend finds out that I'm pregnant with someone else's baby, I'll be finished. I didn't tell you, 

indeed, because I didn't want to cause you 

me having to drag you into this when it can be 

Rosa continued, explaining carefully. 

heart was suddenly filled with 

Rosa, if you can't let go of this child and want to keep this child, then I am willing 



marry you. As for your boyfriend, I can give him 


